
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of wealth
management advisor. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for wealth management advisor

Facilitate best practices and assists in monitoring and satisfying compliance
requirements
Responsible for the deposit and investment growth of the markets within
their assigned region
Partners with the business to define the deposit and investment growth
opportunity for new and existing clients at the market levels
Assesses clients' financial situation and provides solutions by gathering
information regarding past financial decisions, current financial investments,
and future financial goals
Monitors clients' financial situation by tracking changes in wealth and life
circumstances, analyzing financial plan results, identifying and evaluating new
financial strategies, recommending changes in goals and plans
Commits to ongoing growth of skill sets and job competencies by constantly
engaging in industry related news, products, and compliances and regulation
Accomplishes organizational goals by building and solidifying client
relationship and adding East West’s unique value proposition to solutions and
services tailored to each client’s individual needs
The Associate Advisor will become familiar with various aspects of the wealth
management practice including operations, investment management, case
development, the client service model and new business acquisition
Serve on the client service team to assist in managing client relationships
Will be involved in client and prospect meetings networking opportunities

Example of Wealth Management Advisor Job
Description
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Extensive face-to-face client experience, particularly plan committee
meetings, strongly preferred
Industry designations such as CRPS, QPFC, C(k)P, QPA, QKA, , and familiarity
with RPAG systems and tools a plus
The candidate must have at least five years of trust and / or investment
management sales experience and a strong background working specifically
with HNW individuals and their advisors * Bachelor’s Degree required and
MBA, CFP or CFA preferred * Excellent interpersonal and presentation skills
required
Bachelor’s Degree in Finance, Business Administration or related field -
Preferred
Required License(s) or Certifications Series 7, 65/66 & Insurance licenses -
Required
Knowledge of securities and financial industry


